
Art History 100: Survey of Ancient to Medieval Art, 3.0 Credit Hours 
 
Professor:   Dr. Lillian B. Joyce 
Office Hours:  M/W 3:45-4:30, T/H 12:30-2:15, and by appointment 
Office:   Roberts Hall 303 (or in the Visual Resources Collection, RH 305A) 
Email:   JoyceL@email.uah.edu 
 
Requirements:  Date  Percent Points 
Quiz I    9/16  5%  20 
Essay    9/23  10%  40 
Exam I    10/5  25%  100 
Quiz II    10/26  best score of QI and QII counts 
Exam II   11/4  25%  100 
The Final   12/16  35%  140  400 TOTAL 
ARH 100-01 (11:10 section) 11:30-2:00  ARH 100-02 (2:20 section) 3:00-5:30 
 
Optional Trip:  Meet at Nashville Parthenon Oct. 23 at 2pm; bring family and friends 
  
Significant Dates Regarding Enrollment: 
9/13  last day to withdraw with refund, no W   11/10 last day to withdraw with W on transcript 
 
Texts for the class:     
 Helen Gardner. Art Through the Ages. 12th edit. vol. I (required) 
 Reserve readings in the Library (required) marked by * in readings 
 
Course Content: This course will discuss the cultures of pre-historic Europe, the Near East, Egypt, the 
Aegean, Greece, Rome, the Byzantine world, and Medieval Europe.  We will cover material culture that 
includes architecture, sculpture, painting, mosaic, jewelry, ceramics, and other media. 
 
Course Goals: Very little design is completely “new” or “original.” In studying the visual production of 
past cultures you will gain an understanding of their artistic accomplishments and how subsequent 
cultures, including our own, have adapted, synthesized, or rejected aspects of earlier art in framing their 
own visual identity.   You will learn and apply methods of visual analysis and critical thinking that will 
help you understand how politics, religion, and other socio-cultural factors shape the visual environment.  
The key question this course will ask is why do sites and objects look the way they do? We will also 
question the common assumption that art reflects reality. 
 
Evaluation:  Quizzes and exams will test your mastery of course content through a combination of 
objective questions and essays that require critical thinking and an understanding of the big picture.  You 
will also do an out-of-class essay requiring critical thinking that will also prepare you for the essays on 
each exam.  It will be necessary that you understand the cultural context in which artists and patrons 
create art.  Each requirement and the overall class grade will be calculated as follows:  
90-100% superior work =A  80-89% above average achievement =B  70-79% average work =C 60-
69% passing =D 0-59% failing =NC Late work will be marked down.  NO exceptions. 
 
Common Questions and Concerns: 
How much memorization is involved? 
You will be required to memorize information specified on the slide lists.  You should bring the current 
slide list to every class.  While I am forgiving concerning the exact spelling of names and places, it will 
be necessary to learn foreign terms and dates when indicated. 
 
How much history do I need to know? 



Memorizing the slide list alone will at best earn you a C in the course.  The goal of this survey is to learn 
about the material remains of ancient and pre-Renaissance cultures.  Art cannot be understood without 
knowing something about the culture, history, and traditions of the peoples who produced it.  This is NOT 
an art appreciation class.  We will look at art that is generally perceived to be beautiful and we will also 
look at art that some might consider ugly.  It is all valuable cultural evidence and will be analyzed as 
such.  
How much do I have to write? 
There will be one three-page essay and you will also be asked to write essays on your exams.  As in any 
class, you are expected to write clearly and present arguments in an organized manner.  How you write 
complements what you write.  That is, if you have good ideas, but do not express them articulately, you 
will not do as well as someone who has good ideas and writes well.   
 
Academic Honesty: 
"UAH is committed to the fundamental values of preserving academic honesty as defined in the Student 
Handbook (7.III.A). The instructor reserves the right to utilize electronic means to help prevent 
plagiarism. Students agree that by taking this course all assignments are subject to submission for textual 
similarity review to Turnitin.com. Assignments submitted to Turnitin.com will be included as source 
documents in Turnitin.com's restricted access database solely for the 
purpose of detecting plagiarism in such documents. The terms that apply to the University's use of the 
Turnitin.com service, as well as additional information about the company, are described at 
www.uah.edu/library/turnitin."  You MUST upload your papers and the uploaded and printed versions 
MUST be identical.  Instructions will follow. 
 
Attendance: Attendance is required.  Lectures expand on course material and include information not 
found in the readings.  Images are used throughout class and the images are the core of your exam 
questions.  Readings for each lecture are to be completed before class so that names and ideas will be 
familiar to you.  Additionally, I would like you to ask questions and engage in discussions.  
 
Lecture Topics and Exams: The due dates for your paper, quizzes, and exams are FIXED.  You will be 
assessed on the information covered by that day.  Please do readings BEFORE class. 
 
8/31 & 9/2 Introduction: Why are we examining this material?  What are our    
  methods and goals?  What has been included or excluded? Why? 
  Brief survey of cultures to be covered.  Introduction to Early Art;  

Near Eastern Art: Sumerians and Akkadians 
  Readings: Gardner, pp. 1-13, 16-28, 31-41 
 
9/7 & 9/9 Near Eastern Art continued  
  Readings: Gardner, pp. 41-52 

*Reade, “The Sculptures in Their Setting,” in Assyrian Sculpture  
 

9/14 & 9/16 Introduction to Egyptian civilization: The Old Kingdom Quiz I on Thursday 
  Readings: Gardner, pp. 55-68 
            
9/21 & 9/23 Egyptian Art continued; Essay on Thursday  
  Readings:   Gardner, pp. 68-82   
      
EXTRA CREDIT LECTURES: 
9/23 Dr. Jodi Magness, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

7:30 PM Lecture/Discussion “Masada: Last Stronghold of the Jewish Resistance Against 
Rome” Chan Auditorium, UAH 

9/24  Dr. Jodi Magness, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 



12:30 Lecture/Discussion “The Archaeology of Qumran and the Dead Sea Scrolls” 
Wilson Hall 141, UAH  

Please write a 1-2 page essay discussing the main ideas of the lecture and the evidence used to 
demonstrate these ideas.  You may attend both lectures and write two essays. 
 
9/28& 9/30 Introduce Aegean Culture: Minoans, Mycenaeans; "Dark Ages" 
  Readings: Gardner, pp. 85-102  
    *Biers, pp. 23-61 (Minoan Art) 

*Biers, pp. 62-96 (Mycenaeans) 
10/5 & 10/7 Exam I on Tuesday; NO CLASS Thursday—Fall Break 
  
 
10/12 & 10/14 Discuss Exam, Geometric Period, Archaic Art; Early Classical 
  Readings: Gardner, pp. 105-131  
    *Biers, pp.110-131 (Geometric) 
 
10/19 & 10/21 High Classical Art and the Periclean Building Program 
  Readings: Gardner, pp. 131-142     
    *Pollitt. Art & Experience, pp. 64-100, 111-14, 136-143 
 
OPTIONAL TRIP TO NASHVILLE PARTHENON: 
10/23  Saturday; meet at Nashville Parthenon at 2:00 p.m.  

Please bring family and friends! Everyone is welcome ☺ 
65 N to 440W, go roughly one mile 
exit for Centennial Park/Parthenon (West End Blvd.), 
Right at top of ramp, go roughly one mile, Centennial Park  & Parthenon on the left  
meet outside entrance to Parthenon or inside lobby/gift shop 
for further info: http://www.nashville.gov/parthenon/index.htm 

 
10/26 & 10/28 Quiz II on Tuesday, Fourth Century Art; the Hellenistic Period 
  Readings: Gardner, pp. 145-164 
    *RRR Smith, pp. 7-14 
    *Pollitt, Art in the Hellenistic Age, pp. 79-83, 97-110 
 
11/2 & 11/4 Early Italy and the Etruscans; Exam II on Thursday 
  Readings: Gardner, pp. 233-244 
    *Ramage and Ramage, pp. 20-49 
 
EXTRA CREDIT LECTURE: 
11/9   Dr. Eric Meyers, Duke University 

7:30 PM Lecture/Discussion “Jesus at Sepphoris and Common Judaism in 
Roman-period Palestine” Chan Auditorium, UAH  
Please write a 1-2 page essay discussing the main ideas of the lecture and the 
evidence used to demonstrate these ideas 

 
11/9 & 11/11  Republican Rome; Augustan period, Julio-Claudians 
  Readings:  Gardner, pp. 247-254,  265-271 
    *Zanker 1-4, 25-31, 98-104, 172-79  
     
11/16 & 11/18 Flavian Rome and Pompeii, High Empire 
  Readings: Gardner, pp. 254-265,  271-288 

*Ramage and Ramage, pp. 134-161, 162-173 



 
11/23 & 11/25Late Empire; NO CLASS—Thanksgiving Break 

Readings: Gardner, pp. 288-298 
 
11/30& 12/2 The Rise of Christianity; Byzantine Art; Early Medieval Art 
  Readings: Gardner, pp. 301-354 
   
12/7 & 12/9 Romanesque  Art, Gothic Art, Review 
  Readings: Gardner, pp. 421- 
 
FINAL EXAM: Thursday, December 16 11:10 Section 01:  11:30-2:00 

 2:20 Section 02:  3:00-5:30 


